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Campus
Five months ago I began my
tenure as the editor-in-chief of
The Maine Campus, a job that has
presented innumerable chal-
lenges. In October, the Campus
staff announced that due to a near-
ly $20,000 debt, the paper may be
forced to close its doors.
Since that announcement, the
staff at the Campus has been
working overtime, participating in
fund-raising activities in addition
to their classes and regular duties
at the paper. The past four months
have proved to be a constant
guessing game as we struggled to
get by and convince administra-
tors and local businesses that we
were worth saving.
Staff members have been
working the 50/50 raffles at men's
hockey games, tirelessly pursued
businesses for donations and
advertising and worked to pro-
mote the Campus to the universi-
ty community.
After all of the late nights and
missed homework assignments,
drive-thru dinners and headaches,
we finally got a break. Yesterday
marked an amazing day for our
paper, as we went in front of the
administration which, four
months ago, sent us away with a
laundry list of improvements to be
made before the university would
help us launch a capital fund-rais-
ing campaign.
We went to them and told them
that we are now debt free. We told
them that we paid off our student
government loan and cut spending
by $18,000. We told them that we
increased ad sales by 125 percent,
reorganized our by-laws and
agreed to hire a financial advisor.
We told them that while all this
was underway, we continued to
put out a paper we are proud of
and launched a Web site.
We told them that without their
help, none of it will matter
because our efforts will not be
enough to keep the doors open
after April 1. While we are out of
debt, we are still broke. No one
here is willing to go back into
debt and put next year's staff in
the precarious situation that we
found ourselves in this year.
Imagine my delight when Dr.
Richard Chapman, vice president
See THE CAMPUS on page 2
Hamlin Hall rebuilt, soldiers return
By Matt Shaer
National Politics Reporter
Editor's Note: The following is
part two of the Hannibal Hamlin
Hall fire story. Part one appeared
in Wednesday's Maine Campus.
In 1945, a year after Hannibal
Hamlin Hall burned to the ground
killing two student soldiers,
Germany surrendered to the allied
forces, effectively ending the war
in Europe.
Back at home, the U.S. was
preparing itself for a half decade
of social and economic re-
adjustment.
Thousands of veterans were
pouring out of the armed forces
and into colleges, thanks to the
Servicemen's Readjustment
Act of 1944, also known as the
"GI Bill." The landmark legis-
lation helped steer a country
geared towards winning a
globe-spanning war smoothly
back into a peacetime econo-
my, and led to lasting changes
in America's system of higher
education.
The GI Bill entitled anyone
with 90 days of service to one
year of higher education. Each
additional month of active duty
earned a month of schooling, up
to a maximum of 48 months. The
law set a $500 per year limit for
tuition, fees and supplies at a time
when the cost of top schools
ranged from $350 to $450 per
year.
During the first year of the
program, 8,200 ex-servicemen
and women enrolled in college;
by November 1945, the number
had swelled to 88,000. The
real deluge however, came
with the discharge of millions
of military personnel in the fall
and winter of 1945-46. By late
1946, total college enrollment
in the United Sates exceeded
two million for the first time,
48.7 percent of whom were
veterans attending under the GI
Bill.
See HAMLIN HALL on page 5
The February 1944 fire destroyed the North wing of Hannibal Hamlin
WILLIAM LYNCH.
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ROC candidates strive for change
By Matt Shaer
National Politics Reporter
Residents On Campus President
Glen Chase and Vice-President
Mary Robertson will step down at
the conclusion of their terms this
month, paving the way for the next
generation of
ROC leadership.
Ryan Harvey and
Aaron Sterling
are running
unopposed for
the positions of
president and
vice-president,
respectively.
Harvey, a third
year mechanical
engineering
major from
Berwick, Maine
says he plans on
making only a
few changes to
the current ROC
structure.
"I'm pretty
happy about how
Ryan Harvey. CAMPUS
ESTHER GRANVILLE.
we do have concerns."
Most pressing of those concerns
is a recent proposal from the
General Student Senate that would
condense ROC and the Off-
Campus Advisory Board into a sin-
gle entity. Harvey worries that
combining the two groups could
suppress individ-
ual voices from
various on and
off campus
organizations.
"Glen is
already trying to
steer therrr'away
from that...I'm
not sure what the
Senate's reason-
ing is on that, or
how far they've
come in terms of
carrying out the
concept [but] it
could pose a
problem."
In terms of
on -campus
improvements,
both Harvey and
PHOTO BY
Glen is running things," Harvey
said. "When he came into office
last year, I think he really took
control — he got a real handle on
things. What I'll try to do is fol-
low in his footsteps. [However]
Sterling stress that although they
plan to follow in Chase's foot-
steps, they will be pursuing an
agenda that will place additional
emphasis on ROC as an acting
student government board.
Sterling, a second-year chem-
istry major, and the current ROC
vice-president pro-temp, admits
that ROC has frequently been
written off by students.
"There's definitely going to be
a lot of changing around for the
area boards, they've become
nothing more
than just banks
for groups to go
and ask for
money,
Sterling said.
Harvey and
Sterling suggest a
remolding of the
area board system
that is split into a
South Campus
ROC committee
and an East/West
Campus ROC
committee. This
proposal, which
could strengthen
ROC's impact on
campus, is some-
thing being con-
sidered by the
Aaron Sterling. CAMPUS PHOTO
BY ESTHER GRANVILLE.
current executive board.
"We hope to follow through
with it when we take office,'
Sterling said.
Harvey, although he has served
on ROC for three years while liv-
ing in Hancock Hall, admits that
he wasn't completely sure he
wanted to take on the job.
"I was encouraged to run, I
guess they know how well I
interact with the ROC board
and the exec. I thought about it
a lot, and I figured, why not."
Harvey said.
In terms of
what the next
year will bring,
Harvey can't
make any prom-
ises, but he's con-
fident he's ready
for the job.
"I can offer
students my
experience as a
third year student
and my experi-
ence with three
years on cam-
pus," Harvey
said. "I know
what's been
going on, what
the issues are, and
I work to resolve
the important ones. I have a lot of
contacts on campus that can
help."
Voting for the new ROC execu-
tive board positions will be held in
the dining commons across the
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What do you want Fred andUESTION OF THE WEEK: Kamal to do for you?
livia Dion
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sychology
the parking sit-
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"Rescind the Union
tax for the seniors
that won't get to
use it."
"I just want them
to do their job."
"I want them to
come over and
wash my new
rims."
"Buy me lunch."
Police
By Nicole Brann
Crime Reporter
At 6:40 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 18,
a staff member at Kennebec Hall
reported that there were several
scorched areas above door
frames. A smoke detector was
also damaged. Damage to the
smoke detector was estimated at
$280.00.
Kewal Pun, 67 was issued a
summons on a charge of leaving
the scene of a property damage
accident.
At 7:55 a.m. on Thursday,
Feb. 8, a female reported that she
had witnessed an accident in the
Stevens lot.
The female reported that she
observed a white 1996 Buick
Regal trying to park next to a
1998 Audi. While Puri, the
driver of the Buick, was
attempting to fit into the space
the car reportedly scraped the
side of the Audi, leaving a two
foot dent.
The female reportedly saw
Puri get out of his car and look
at the damage. She offered him
a piece of paper to leave the
owner a note. Puri reportedly
stated that he had paper of his
own.
Upon her return to the lot, the
female saw that there was no
note and reported the accident to
Public Safety.
Use your head...
...always wear a condom.
The Maine Campus Vfilaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
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Crime, safety alert
The University of Maine
Department of Public Safety has
issued the following Crime
Alert:
"The Department of Public
Safety is currently investigating
an assault that was reported to
police on Wednesday, Feb. 21.
On or about Monday, Feb. 5,
during the evening hours, a
female student was walking
near Neville Hall when she was
attacked from behind. A male
pushed her to the ground on her
stomach. He then rolled her
over on her back and ripped her
clothing. The female struggled
free and the male ran off in the
direction of the Memorial
Union. The attacker is described
by the female as an African-
American male, about six feet
tall, 180 lbs., medium build,
with short black hair. He was
last seen wearing a dark goose
down vinyl coat.
If anyone has any information
about this incident or similar inci-
dents, please report them to
Officer Deb Mitchell, Department
of Public Safety at 581-4040.
When walking at night, please
walk with a friend or call the
Campus Walking Companions
by dialing 581-WALK. The
hours of the Campus Walking
Companions are Sunday -
Thursday from 6 p.m.-12 a.m.
and Friday and Saturday from 6
p.m.-2 a.m.
If you need assistance and
The Campus Walking
Companions are not available,
you may call Public Safety at
581-4040.
The Campus from page 1
of student affairs, said that since
we had lived up to our end of the
deal, he would live up to his.
Within minutes he was on the
phone with the Development
Office and the Alumni
Association, organizations that
managed to squeeze us in yester-
day afternoon and set the wheels
in motion to raise funds for the
Campus. The Campus staff
extends their thanks to President
Peter Hoff and his administration
for making good on their earlier
promises as soon as we made
good on ours.
The next two months will be
vital to the future success of The
Depression
is an illness-
not a weakness.
T RE 471 DE PRE SVON
#1 Cause at Suicide
http://www.save.org
Orono Travel
Boston to London: $278
Boston to Amsterdam: $258
Boston to Paris: $268
All international travel greatly discounted.
Hotel, Tours, & all Packages
Call for details and Availability
Carribbean Package also available
CALL 866.5900
Maine Campus. While we pursue
alumni we will still be searching
out temporary financial relief. Keep
your eye open for upcoming
Campus events and show your sup-
port. Anyone with questions or con-
cerns about the state of The Maine
Campus can call Kris Healey, our
marketing director, at 581-1268.
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LESS CRIME IS
NO ACCIDENT
It takes you — and programs that work!
Call 1-800-WE PREVENT,
and well send you a free booklet
on how you can support programs
in your community that keep kids
away from crime and crime away
from kids.
1-800-WE PREVENT
atilt
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New Media program
in works for fall 2001
By Debra Hatch
Copy Editor
While it's still early in the
semester to be thinking about next
year's program offerings, Bill
Kuykendall, new media studies
director, has just that on his mind.
In addition to thinking about
what classes to offer new media
students, Kuykendall is anxiously
awaiting approval from the
University System Board of
Trustees to offer new media
design as one of the University of
Maine's newest bachelor's degree
programs. The BOT will vote in
July on whether or not to allow a
new media degree program to be
added to UMaine's offerings.
The first new media studies
classes were introduced 10 years
ago but it wasn't until two-and-a-
half years ago that a new media
interdisciplinary studies major was
added to the curriculum. Since then
the growing interest of students and
increasingly powerful technology
have led to a proposal for a bache-
lor's program. Currently,
Kuykendall says he has roughly 75
students who are interested in a
B.A. program in new media design.
On Thursday, Feb. 15,
Kuykendall and the professors
who teach classes in new media
met with interested students to
inform them about the progress of
the new media B.A. program. He
estimates that 30 people showed
up to the short meeting, but only
about 25 filled out surveys distrib-
uted at the meeting. Kuykendall
said the surveys are used as a
gauge to measure what students
want and how they feel about the
program. He said they are an
important part of how the program
will ultimately be structured. Any
student interested in having input
into the planning process or who is
thinking about majoring in new
media should contact Kuykendall
about obtaining a survey.
Surveys aren't the only thing
Kuykendall and the teachers in the
degree program are looking at for the
future. A course regarding new
media tools, developed and taught
by graduate student Matthew
LeClair, will be one of the newest
courses offered to students. This
course will focus on helping students
understand and use programs such
as Photoshop, Dreamweaver (an
Internet development tool) and print
based layout programs and tools.
Currently, classes in new
media are taught by faculty from
other departments as well as a few
specific new media professors.
Included in the faculty are Stuart
Marrs irom the music department.
Alan Stubbs from the psychology
department, Paula Petrik from the
history department, Mike
Mardosa of Public Affairs, Owen
Smith from the art department,
Larry Latour from the computer
science department, Jennifer
Pixley from the English depart-
ment and Kuykendall.
According to the new media
department Web site, the classes
offered in the new media depart-
ment range from Web design, dig-
ital art and tools, digital music and
recording studies, 3-D modeling,
writing, page layout and print
design. The program utilizes
departments outside of new media
to offer a complete education. In
its mission statement, the new
media program said it works to
provide "the interface between the
individual and the technology and
requires the creative process and
human intelligence."
Kuykendall said the new
media B.A. program would
include a two semester capstone
requirement. The first semester
would allow the senior to take a
seminar about new media and
develop a project idea. The sec-
ond part would require students to
complete the project they devel-
oped the semester before. In addi-
tion„ there would be an internship
requirement. And while current
seniors won't have the chance to
earn a B.A. in new media, there is
a chance that current juniors will
have the opportunity.
Kuykendall said internships
would require a strong connection
between professionals in Maine
and the department. In order to
encourage professionals to be
involved with the new media pro-
gram, plans are underway for two
seminars, the first scheduled for
May 24-25 at the Frederick
Hutchinson Center in Belfast.
This seminar, called
Screenshot 2001 is a colloquium
that will bring together Maine's
leading new media practitioners
for a two day conference. This is a
chance for designers, developers,
publishers, educators and students
to learn from the professionals as
well as from each other.
The second project is a sympo-
sium called "New media for Non-
Profits," which will be held in the
summer or early fall of this year at
the Frederick Hutchinson Center.
At this symposium new media
coordinators for non-profit organ-
izations, grant writers, develop-
ers, educators and students will
learn from each other.
He said he is positive that with
these conferences as well as the
courses — both new media as
well as interdisciplinary courses
will help any student learn to be a
technologically literate person.
Kuyk;ndall credits the ease of
using technology and the interest
in it as major reasons why having
a new media studies program is
important. He said by educating
people on how to use the technol-
ogy, especially from their own
computers, people from all majors
are able to provide provocative
presentations and be more valu-
able employees.
"There is a limit to the amount
of professionals you can find in
the job market," he said. "On the
other hand it allows people
tremendous access in every city
who has a computer to potentially
publish [or] broadcast [their
views and themselves]. By giving
the general public help in using
the tools more creatively, respon-
sibly, effectively, we can now
focus more on the major and
making it a strong major but at
the same time being aware of the
general interest and provide tools
to express themselves."
While the future remains
uncertain Kuykendall remains
positive that the BOT will approve
the new B.A. program and he con-
tinues to plan for September with
the program in mind.
Preparing for the big
plunge, graduate school
By Michele Savage
For The Maine Campus
Upon entering the spring
semester at the University of
Maine, many students are looking
towards graduation in May. After
graduating, some students will opt
to enter a graduate program and
pursue an even higher level of
education. But getting into gradu-
ate school is not a simple task.
Students wishing to be involved
in a graduate program must go
through extensive testing based on
their particular field of study. The
basic test that is most often
required for graduate programs is
the Graduate Record Examination.
The GRE is a test of verbal, quan-
titative and analytical knowledge
over generalized subject matter.
"The GRE test could be
described as a much harder SAT,"
Patty Counihan, director of the
Career Center said. "We have
good resources in our career lab
on how to prepare for these tests."
The GRE has now joined the
age of technology.
"Many tests are now computer-
based, including the GRE," Tom
Skaggs, director of Institutional
Studies said.
Students can take these exams
at the Office of Institutional
Studies in Alumni Hall.
"I took the GRE on a comput-
er, which I loved because you
could get your scores right off and
this computerized format was
easy to use," Meridith Burwood,
who is pursuing her master's in
social work said.
The GRE may be a widely
used test but there are many more
specialized exams out there.
Prospective law and medical stu-
dents must take specific admis-
sions tests and there are also
exams for students in education
and business.
"Graduate examinations all
depend on what people want to
take as a program of study,"
Counihan said. "We offer individ-
ual help with the decision-making
process as well."
The GRE and other tests are a
big part of the graduate admis-
sions process but they are not the
only part. Those who make the
decisions concerning admissions
will also look at interviews, rec-
ommendations and other strong
skills that the student possesses.
"I know that my adviser just
looked at the scores of the GRE
briefly," Jessica Black, a graduate
student in the Institute for
Quaternary and Climate Studies
said. "He was much more interest-
ed in my writing skills and the
recommendation letters."
Programs are available to aid
students in preparing for the
examinations. For the GRE, a
program called POWEPREP
offers practice tests and study
techniques.
Students looking for informa-
tion regarding graduate programs
can contact the Career Center in
Chadbourne Hall. Specific infor-
mation about the GRE is available
at www.gre.org.
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Franco-Americans discuss heritage
By Joe Gunn
Campus Politics Reporter
Two University of Maine
employees and one retired
employee presented their views
concerning the economic and
social conditions of Franco-
American employees at UMaine
in the Bangor Lounge yesterday.
Professor Jacques Farland and
Lanette Landry Petrie, a retired
secretary once employed by
UMaine, spoke as part of the
ongoing Socialist and Marxist
Studies lecture series. Susan
Pinette, director of Franco-
American Studies, introduced and
contributed to the talk.
Pinette acknowledged the
Franco community as the largest
ethnic group in Maine and French
as the most common language
spoken in the state after English.
She said, however, that the
Franco-American community's
cultural identity is becoming lost
as each new generation deals with
the long-standing prejudices held
against them.
Farland outlined these preju-
dices with an excerpt from an
1881 report by the Massachusetts
Bureau of Labor. The report was
published in opposition to a
reduction in the number of hours
of manual labor allowed. Despite
its age, Farland said that its mes-
sage of French Canadian immi-
grants as non-assimilating indus-
trial invaders still carries weight
in the modern job market.
"It's apparent that [the author
and his contemporaries] were
incapable of dealing with ethnic
distinctions," Farland said.
He made note that the Franco
community was, along with the
Asian community, relegated to a
lesser status of civility — below
Caucasian Protestants. He said
much of this comes from the dif-
fering social norms of the Franco
American/Catholic community.
He said Franco-Americans
emphasize family and quality of
work. He contrasted this to what
he sees as the non-Franco strive
for social and professional pro-
motion that continually renders
Franco-Americans an ostracized
group.
"The paradox is that we are
now lumped in with the [non
Franco-Catholics] and all of their
shortcomings," Farland said.
Petrie added to Farland's argu-
ments by explaining her views
toward the attitudes against
Franco-Americans in the work
force, especially as it relates to
the traditional position of Franco
Americans as laborers and classi-
fied workers.
"Because of questions like,
'why are you still a secretary,' we
are made to feel inferior because
we are just secretaries or just jan-
itors. I responded that it was
because I'm a good secretary,
that's why," said Petrie.
Given that her family and
countless other Franco-American
families consisted of laborers, it
was not financially possible to go
to college. She said even those
who got the chance to further their
education later on are met with
disdain for not seeking high levels
on the professional ladder.
"[Non-Francos] don't under-
stand that, for us, we get our sense
of honor and pride by being hard
workers," Petrie said. "There is
more to life than just trying for the
job that pays more."
She said the stereotype of
Franco-Americans as unmotivat-
ed comes into play when non-
Francos do not relate to people
who do not necessarily put social
promotion as the most important
aspects of their lives. She said
Franco-Americans are more con-
cerned with their family, ‘aith and
their lives outside work.
As a result, even those in the
community who strive for profes-
sional promotion are often
blocked by the prevailing stereo-
type that they are not as commit-
ted to their work as their fellow
employees.
"You can do a good job, but it
can't spare you from prejudice,"
Petrie said. "You always need to
prove yourself over and over, but
even then, they're no guarantees
[that you'll be recognized]."
The talk was sponsored by the
socialist/Marxist minor, the
College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences and the Maine Peace
Action Committee. The series is
held every Thursday in the
Bangor Lounge of the Union.
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Looking for friendship and a spiritual home as you journey towards a faith of
yotir own here at the 'University? Then, come join us.
The Wilson Center
The A-frame building at
67 College Avenue, Orono, ME 04473
207/866-4227
Rev. Bill Friederich, Chaplain
Open Monday - Friday, 9AM - 5PM for
study, solitude, meditation, gatherings, and
special events.
February, 2001
Wednesdays 1PM - 2PM Prayer & Meditation - Drummond Chapel @ Memorial Union
Thursdays (a, 5:30PM 'Soul Food- Fellowship Meals 4, the Wilson Center (please call ahead
to confirm a place)
"Special Events & Programs" (Open to students, staff, faculty, and the public)
Sundays at 6 PM:
February 25- Prof. Cliff Guthrie, Ph.D., Asst. Prof. Of Homiletics and Pastoral Studies with
Bangor Theological Seminary will discuss "Ilardwired for Religion".
Tuesday, February 27 'Si,. 7PM - "Fat Tuesday" Worship Celebration and Concert 'IT; the Wilson Center
with Paul Sullivan. Bill Fnederich, John Wiebe, Cliff Guthrie.
Sarah Stevens, Kelsey Hudson and Steve Rappaport.
Wednesday, February 28, 12 Noon - Ash Wednesday Service in LOWII Room (Memorial Union),
sponsored by the Wilson Center. the Newman Center, and the
Canterbury House.
'We are a progressive Christian community gathered- through worship, study,
and service, committed to social-justice, honoring diversity, offering opportunities
for spiritual-growth.
1•••• •
Women match men's
competitive ways
By Eric Swallow
For The Maine Campus
Women and men tackle the
intense matches, frequent travel,
and rigorous training of profes-
sional tennis with equal commit-
ment, according to a recent study
co-authored by Donijo Robbins,
a public administration professor
at the University of Maine and
Doug Coate of Rutgers
University.
"The Tournament Careers of
Top - Ranked Men and Women
Tennis Professionals: Are the
Gentlemen More Committed than
the Ladies?" incorporates data on
career length, player rankings,
age, earnings and gender into sta-
tistical models that test for differ-
ences in job commitment.
The study demonstrates that
professional tennis lacks a gen-
der - based wage gap but does
exhibit a substantial yearly earn-
ings gap. Women average win-
nings that are 60 percent of the
male average. This disparity is
essentially proportional to a dif-
ference in match length.
Winning males must master a
best three sets of five format, the
women are separated from the
girls in a best two of three for-
mat. In other words, average
winnings per time spent on court
are roughly equal.
Robbins's research with Doug
Coate of Rutgers University
relates to debate over our national
earnings gap, which states the
average American male earns
about $4 for each to female's three.
However, the wage gap as a
comparison of national averages.
It does not relate pay within any
single profession. Robbins views
such discrimination negatively.
"If a woman is doing the exact
Looking for friendship and a spiritual- home as you journey towards a
faith 3f your own here at the 'University? •Then, come join us.
The Wilson Center...
The A-frame building at
67 College Avenue, Orono, ME 04473
207/866-4227
Rev. Bill Fnederich, Chaplain
"Fat Irmenclay"
Worship Celebration & _Music Concert
Tuesday Evening, February 27th, 7:00 P.M
We will worship together and celebrate the beginning
of the Lenten Season through music!
Participating: Paul Sullivan,
Sarah Stevens, John Wiebe,
Kelsey Hudson, Cliff Guthrie,
Steve Rappaport and
Bill Friederich
"We are a progressive Christian community gathered through worship,
studY, and service, committed to socialjustice. honoring diversity,
offering opportunities for spiritual-growth."
same job for the same amount of
time, there should be no differ-
ence in earnings," she said. "If
there is an earnings gap under
those circumstances, there's
something wrong."
The authors were prompted to
research tennis because of sug-
gestions that the earnings gap is
based on a gender gap in compet-
itive drive. Such notions look on
men's high rates of war - mon-
gering, violent criminal behav-
ior, competitive sports viewing
and dangerous driving as links to
motivated and productive job
performance. Various biological
and social factors are invoked to
tie men's spirited and/or criminal
ways to highly motivated job
performance.
Antiquated notions of female
dedication might be the well-
spring of different match lengths
in tennis. Research into each gen-
der's durability over the long haul
suggest otherwise. Studies indi-
cate that women possess one third
less lung capacity and receive
more tennis injuries than men,
according to Robbins. She cites
men's greater long-term resist-
ance to physical exertion as a
probable cause of the difference
in match length.
Robbins also relates differ-
ences in job selection to
long-term stamina. Men popu-
late physically demanding jobs at
higher rates than women. She
describes this as a likely, but
underexposed, factor in the
national wage gap's existence.
The study points out that
physical attributes certainly do
not explain the majority of the
wage gap. In fact, no single
variable does. Many, including
Robbins and Coate, agree that
work histories explain much of
the earnings gap. Childbearing
and a propensity to accept fami-
ly responsibilities sap momen-
tum from women's careers
therefore men spend less time
restarting careers following fam-
ily related absences.
Consequently, they can direct
more effort toward career
advancement.
"Explanations of the remain-
ing portion [of the wage gap]
include.. .statistical discrimina-
tion against women by firms,
unmeasured differences in com-
mitment to the family or the
labor force, and pure discrimi-
nation," according to Robbins
and Coate.
Robbins noted that
gender-based discrimination cer-
tainly exists but business compe-
tition tends to wash it from the
marketplace. She saint is simply
bad business to operate under
false assumptions.
Some suspect that tennis pro-
fessionals don't represent society
as a whole but Robbins disagrees.
"You can relate competitive-
ness in tennis to competitive-
ness in the business world
because, in both, if you're not
committed to your job.. 
.[you
will] stay at an entry level posi-
Robbios Ric], 
a. 
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Hamlin from page 1 1
At the University of Maine,
an influx of nearly 3,000 GI Bill
funded veterans in 1944 was
provoking a wide array of archi-
tectural and social changes on
campus.
With simply not enough dor-
mitories to house the record
number of new students, trailers
and cabins were hastily erected
on what is now the parking lot of
Alfond Arena. The Federal
Public Housing Committee also
helped fund the construction of
dozens of small basement-less
apartments scattered across
campus.
At Hamlin Hall, renovation
from the Feb. 1944 fire was
quickly made a priority for the
administration.
A May 4, 1944 edition of The
Maine Campus reads: "The
trustees of the university have
awarded a contract to the T.W.
Cunningham Company for repair-
ing the damage [from] the fire.
The contract calls for facing the
present north wall, and installing
smoke screens on the stairways
and fire doors."
Additionally, in a campus wide
move by university officials,
Hamlin, Colvin, Balentine and
North Halls were outfitted with
sprinkler systems.
In the plans for the renovated
II% it 0
Hamlin Hall was a complete dem-
olition of the north wing of the
dormitory, where the fire had
taken place. Additionally, con-
tractors were faced with the for-
midable task of fireproofing the
building.
Following the completion of
the renovation a year later,
Hannibal Hamlin Hall went
through a variety of utility
changes over the years before set-
tling into its current status in the
past decade.
In 1981, almost 40 years after
the fire, an updated alarm system
was finally installed in the hall.
The building was closed in 1988
and re-opened in 1992.
Today, Hannibal Hamlin Hall
houses the Intensive English
Institute and part of the Franco-
American Studies Institute on the
first floor and a number of dormi-
tory style rooms for international
student groups on the second and
third floors.
"There was a fire here?" asks
a second year international stu-
dent from China, "I didn't know."
She pauses, tracing her hand over
the first floor firewall where the
North wing was demolished. "It
does look a little weird here I
guess."
Kelly Michaud helped research
the two-part series.
•
Hanttioal Hamlin mon MPH'S Dotn1114)ry
Hannibal Hamlin Hall before the fire COURTESY PHOTO FROM WILLIAM LYNCH.
1.1,1. 14 MAL W.V. .14
The current
floor plan of
Hamlin Hall,
missing the
north wing.
COURTESY OF
FACILITIES
MANAGEMENT.
The blueprints for Hamlin Hall before the fire. COURTESY PHOTO FROM FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
UMaine student soldiers. Circa 1944. COURTESY PHOTO FROM WILLIAM LYNCH.
uhlhoc ,,,cela mons... ea tour., ...sr (.114,111/0 at ..14•1 •141.81., g...” •
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THE frIIIINE CAMPUS IS NOW
LOOKING FOR A PART-TIME
CIRCULATION MANAGER TO
WORK MONDAYS,
WEDNESDAYS AND FRIDAYS.
PLEASE CALL
BUSINESS MGR. RAND!
AT 1-1272.
•
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EDITORIAL
By Solomon Goldman
Cigarette redemption a dirty idea
A bill before the Maine State legislator, LD 258, proposes placing a five-cent
redemption on cigarette butts. The intent of the bill is to cut down on the number of
discarded cigarette butts by providing an incentive to return them for disposal. The
proposal, modeled after the Maine bottle redemption law, would add $1.00 to the
cost of a pack of cigarettes.
This proposal is as unrealistic as it is repulsive. No one wants to handle someone
else's cigarette butts. Redemption centers shouldn't be asked to sort and count piles
of cigarette butts. Placing a five-cent deposit on cigarette butts will encourage chil-
dren to collect them for money. Who is going to pay for all the butts returned that
weren't subject to the redemption when the cigarettes were sold?
Cigarette butts need to be disposed of by the smokers who make them. Creating
a redemption process just adds a lot of unnecessary steps and middlemen to an oth-
erwise simple process. Throw your cigarette butts away.
Rather than providing incentives for the return of cigarette butts, legislators
should focus on discouraging people from discarding them. As of this year, discard-
ing a cigarette butt on the ground is legally defined as littering. The fine for litter-
ing is $500 and repeat offenders can lose their driver's license. If the State of Maine
wants to encourage people to stop throwing cigarette butts on the ground, the state
needs to enforce its littering laws.
Editorials are the opinions of and written by the editorial board, whose
members are Stanley Dankoski, Brad Prescott, John Contreraz, Kimberly
Leonard, Penny Morton, Kelly Michaud, Amanda Hebert, Jason Canniff,
Abel Gleason and Justin Bellows.
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Letters to the Editor
• Alaskan Oil
It seems environmen-
talists are again trying to
mislead people with
false information. In a
recent opinion article,
one of The Maine
Campus staff wrote
about the horrors of oil
exploration in the Arctic
National Wildlife
Refuge. While she pre-
sented some weak argu-
ments about why we
should not drill, she
failed to mention some
rather strong arguments
as to why we should.
First and foremost is
the issue of National
Security. Currently we
import more than 50%
of our oil, much of it
from nations that are in a
politically unstable area
of the world (i.e. the
Middle East). Granted
we import the most oil
from Venezuela, but still
much of it comes from
the Middle East. This to
me is a great reason to
increase domestic oil
supplies. She also
implied that by explor-
ing 1.5 million acres for
oil, that 1.5 million
acres will be developed.
With today's technology,
it is possible to construct
a building for extracting
oil from the ground on
less than an acre of land.
So unless we are going
to build 1.5 million
facilities, far less than
1.5 million acres will be
developed. And what
about those poor animals
she mentioned? Well for
one, most of them don't
even live as far north as
the exploration would
take place. But what
about the caribou, which
do live that far north?
Won't they be affected?
Well no, actually they
won't, and there's proof
of that. In the '70s when
the Prudhoe facilities
were being build, envi-
ronmentalists were
screaming that the
Central Arctic caribou
herd would be devastat-
ed. Since that time, the
caribou herd has grown
from 5,000 individuals
to over 27,000 individu-
als. The people of Alaska
won't be getting as much
money as she thinks,
either.
I encourage everyone
who is in doubt look at
www.anwr.org and get
the facts. Don't be fooled
by environmentalist lies.
Matthew Pro vencher
Orono
• Legal Affairs
In the Legal Affairs
column of the Feb. 21
issue Ted Curtis advised a
writer to go to the District
Attorney's office and try to
resolve a matter of being
summoned for traffic
infractions and the police
finding a pipe (presumably
for marijuana) in his car.
Curtis added that the
writer had come back to
thank him because the sit-
uation had been resolved
satisfactorily that way.
I am happy for that
person, but the outcome
might have been different
if his skin is of a certain
color. Enforcement of our
draconian drug laws is
highly selective that way,
and prosecutors are the
only ones with any discre-
tion in drug matters.
Curtis doesn't say what
his or Jennifer O'Leary's
qualifications are to dis-
pense legal advice, only
that they work in the
Legal Affairs office at
UMaine. I'm no lawyer,
but it seems to me that
recommending do it your-
self efforts in legal mat-
ters is highly risky — to
both advisor and advisee.
Arthur Cannon
Phippshurg
The biggest threat
to depression is your
awareness of it.
#1 Cause of Succie
UNT RE 417. E D
OF PRE SSION
htt • ://www.save.or •
EDITORIAL POLICY
The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for
the free exchange of ideas among members of the
university community. Letters to the editor should be
no longer than 300 words. Guest columns should be
approximately 600 words. Submissions should be e-
mailed or typed, double-spaced and must include full
name, address and phone number. All submissions
can be sent to the opinion editor at:
James.Prescott@umit.maine.edu. Anonymous let-
ters will not be published without a compelling reason.
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OPINION
Eminem not Grammy material
Rap music began as a varia-
tion of African beats and poeti-
cal rhymes. Now, anyone with a
foul mouth and an ability to
count by twos can be consid-
ered a star. Just to prove my
point, a guy named Eminem
(known in a court of law as
Marshall Bruce Mathers III)
has made an album that, much
to my surprise, was nominated
for a Grammy in the most pres-
tigious category of all: album
of the year.
For someone who believes
that all twenty-something skin-
ny white guys with bleached
blonde hair are just imitating
the "real Slim Shady," this
nomination is sure to boost
Eminem's ego to new heights. I
can assure you, it will do noth-
ing to help his already weak
and pathetic talent.
The recording "artist" does
nothing more in his "music"
than whine about how unfair he
is treated and try to shock his
fans and adversaries with lyrics
about raping his mother and
killing his wife. As the current
most popular white rapper in
the industry and a charged
criminal (he was charged with
pistol-whipping a guy he
allegedly saw kissing his wife
outside a bar last June),
Eminem gets a lot of attention
from the public, both for his
lyrics and his image.
I believe that art is sup-
posed to push the limits.
Political correctness does not
apply when creating some-
thing imaginative. For- exam-
ple, the paintings that caused a
lot of commotion in New York
City (one being a picture of
the Virgin Mary defecating
and the other a painting of
Jesus Christ depicted as a
naked woman) are cases where
opinions differ on content, but
all the same they are meaning-
ful art pieces that spark
debate. Eminem's lyrics, while
they do cause a lot of debate,
are certainly not art.
I know many will disagree
here, but I don't think that the
Detroit rapper was nominated
for four Grammy's because of
his astounding musical talent.
It was because of all the atten-
tion he receives, especially
from the people who condemn
his lyrics. Had we all just
ignored this pretty boy with a
loud mouth and cry-baby atti-
tude and dismissed him as what
he is (an overblown product of
the music industry with mini-
mal talent) I doubt he would be
up for album of the year.
Eminem has the right to say
whatever he wants and I do not
condemn his lyrics. I do not,
however, fall for the argument
that his music is just "humor-
ous" and not serious. Let me
see, according to Em, all
women are "whores." I guess
I'm just not in on the joke.
His lyrics don't offend me
(simply because I do not care
about them) but no matter what
the content of his lyrics, it still
remains that Eminem writes
music that is not terribly imag-
inative and nothing close to the
poetry and rhythms that good
rap music should be.
If "The Marshall Mathers
LP" had won for best album
over such musicians as Paul
Simon, Radiohead, Steely Dan
(who did win Best Album) and
Beck (four groups/artists I
happen to have a lot of respect
for) the Grammy voters would
have put publicity and gim-
micks over music. But I guess
that's what pop culture is all
about.
Julia Hall is a first-year
journalism major.
An answer to the abortion dilemma
In the past I have seemingly
dodged the important issues in
our society. Instead of focusing
on serious issues like abortion
and teen violence I have opted
to write about immature things
such as masturbation and my
own testicles.
Well, this morning I feel a
bit guilty for neglecting the
important. So today, instead of
being ignorant and distasteful, I
will tackle abortion and teen
violence; two issues that
shouldn't be joked about.
First of all, I'm here to tell
you that abortion is wrong. I
don't believe all this flibby-
flabby about a child not being a
child until the second trimester
or whatever. If there is some-
thing there then, in my opinion,
it's a living thing. We shouldn't
condone abortion under any cir-
cumstances. However, I would
never make a statement like that
without recommending a solu-
tion. I do have an alternative to
abortion: baby-pults.
A baby-pult is just like a
medieval catapult. However,
unlike a catapult you don't fire
boulders or flaming cannon-
balls from a baby-pult. You fire
babies. I say, make a mother
have the child. If she gives
birth and still doesn't want the
child then she loads him or her
into the baby-pult and fires
across town. The baby, who is
wrapped in protective gear and
equipped with a parachute,
lands safely on the lawn or roof
For Tt7e tvlaillt• Campus
of a happy family.
Now I know what you're
thinking: what if the baby lands
with a family or person who
still doesn't want a child? Easy.
That family or person again
loads the baby into another
baby-pult and fires that little
tyke! Odds are that after six or
seven baby-pult launches, that
child is going to find a nice
place to live. Now everyone is-
happy. All from one simple pull
of a baby-pult lever.
It may also surprise you to
know that I have a solution for
teen violence as well. I say
keep the violent movies and
music; they're not the problem.
My philosophy is to give teens
all the violence they can han-
dle as a child. That's right,
make them sick of it. Did you
ever do something for so long
you got "burned out" doing it?
The way I figure, just give a
toddler violence and let him
"burn out" on it.
That's right. Throw two tod-
dlers into a cage together and
let them duke it out. We could
call it "Baby Battle Dome."
Now, of course, this would
have to be fair. You can't throw
just any two kids into the
"BBD." After all, some kids
develop faster than others.
We'd need different classes,
like crawlers, walkers and
droolers. Of course there'd be a
separate class for kids with
most of their teeth.
Preschoolers would be in a
totally different category.
We could even have a belt
for the "Heavyweight Baby
Champ" and Pay-Per-View
events with names like
"Carnage at the Crib" and
"Slaughter in the Sandbox."
Everything would be parentally
supervised, of course. The way
I figure it, after a couple of
"Baby-Battle Royals" these
kids would be sick of fighting.
Trust me, violence now means
no violence in the future. It's
that simple.
Travis Cowing has patents
pending on the baby-pull.
Enough with Clinton-
it's Bush's house now
One of the roles of the press
is to be a watchdog for the pub-
lic against the government. Too
bad we are barking up the
wrong tree.
Here is a
news flash.
Bill Clinton
has been out
of office 34
days now. In
case you have forgotten, that
means George W. Bush has
been in office for that entire
time. Yesterday was his first
press conference — and the
first questions he was asked
were about Clinton. It seems
like the media and the rest of
the country have forgotten that
Clinton is not in office any-
more. He is not making public
policy. Guys, the Bill Clinton
Show is over. Whitewater is
something found on a good
river and Monica is making
handbags.
For a guy that made the
Teflon president look like super
glue, Clinton is sure sticking
around. Nobody is talking
about new Bush policies. When
Marc Rich is making headlines,
the drilling of pristine park land
in Alaska is being forgotten.
What is more important —
Clinton being the dog even his
supporters know he is or the
destruction of one of the final
American frontiers? Clinton is
not the newsmaker anymore.
And neither is his brother, or
his brother-in-law— but they
are getting more headlines than
Bush, the guy in office.
Hillary's brother is getting
recognition for taking money in
exchange for pressuring her
husband into granting a pardon.
Clinton said he did not know a
thing about it, but either way it
does not matter any more. If
Bush is as committed to clean-
ing up the presidency as he says
he is, than letting a couple more
white-collar criminals back
onto the street in four, or God
forbid eight years will not be a
problem. I do not need to see a
picture of Clinton and his
brother-in-law on the golf
course. Let the man golf in
peace. His reign of slightly
shady leadership is over.
In a completely unrelated
and even more useless bit of
news trivia, Clinton's' brother
was busted for drunk driving
recently. Here's another bit of
trivia: I million people will be
injured in drunk driving acci-
dents this
year. One man
who could
have caused
more injuries
was arrested
and it is mak-
ing national headlines, but the
millions who are hurt and
killed are forgotten. The media
have forgotten whose stories
are important.
The crews of 24 American
and British planes were put in
danger last weekend when a
'routine' bombing mission was
flown over Iraq. Apparently
the bombing was more routine
than an exiting president par-
doning a few businessmen-
turned-criminals. The bombing
mission faded from the head-
lines much faster than Clinton
has faded from the Washington
scene. The circumstances
around the Clinton pardons
have been fleshed out more
fully by the press than the cir-
cumstances surrounding an
international bombing mission.
We know plenty about Rich's
business dealings but ,litt10
about the fact that less than
half of the targets bombed in
Iraq last weekend were even
damaged.
Clinton gained fame with
the phrase, "It's the economy,
stupid." He gained infamy with
an intern and a cigar. There is
no reason he be elevated to a
deity, albeit a stained deity,
because of a few more shady
deals. It is time to let Clinton
slip into the shadows of New
York.
No real news came out of
Bush's first press conference,
but he has the bulk of his term
left. It is time that the media
allow him to step out of
Clinton's shadow. Bush has his
own agenda, and he will have
the opportunity to outline it
next week in his State of the
Union address: The media
needs to remember that it is our
job to watch the news makers
of today and stop chasing the
past.
Amanda Hebert is a junior
journalism major.
Your opinion matters.
write a letter
to the editor.
U.S.
The Maine Campus
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Instrument allows instructor to travel through time
By Amanda Bouley
For The Maine Campus
Whoever thought a nylon-
stringed guitar could be used as a
time traveling machine? For
Keith Crook his classical guitar
is more than just an instrument of
music, it is a lesson in history.
The classical guitar has a reper-
toire that extends five hundred
years into the past. When Crook
plays his guitar he says that
through the music he can imag-
ine how it felt to be a composer
hundreds of years ago.
The classical guitar is a
diverse instrument that allows
the musician to play all types of
music such as classical, 20th
Century, Renaissance and
Baroque.
Crook compares the various
functions of the classical guitar
to "having more than one
friend."
Crook was born in
Massachusetts and when he was
13 years old he got together with
two of his friends and they decid-
ed that they wanted to start a rock
and roll band.
"We wanted to get rich and
score chicks," said Crook.
However, there was a slight
problem with their plan because
everyone wanted to be the drum-
mer. There was only one sure-
fire way to solve that problem,
flip a coin.
Classical guitar instructor Keith Crock plays an original piece titled "Dyslexic Visigoth." On Saturday Crook will play his annual show at
7:30 pro, in Minsky Recital Hall. CAMPUS PHOTO BY KIMBERLY LEONARD
"I lost the coin-flip so I had to
be the guitar player," Crook said.
"Of course I wanted an electric
guitar and my parents said when I
got good enough they would get
me one."
Crook received his music
degree from the University of
Southern Maine and his Master's
from the Boston Conservatory.
Both of his degrees are in classi-
cal guitar performance. In 1970
he enrolled in jazz studies of the
guitar at the New England
Conservatory.
He also studied guitar in Spain
for about eight years. When he
came back to the United States a
friend that he had gone to school
with told Crook about a job open-
ing at the University of Maine.
Crook has been teaching and
giving lessons at UMaine ever
since. He has taught all the levels
of ear training and theories of
music classes. He also gives les-
sons in the classical guitar.
Crook's services are only
available on Thursday and Friday
at the University of Maine. He
See CROOK on page 12
Lenten season opens with
fat Tuesday celebration
By Julia Hall
For The Maine Campus
A drum-playing chaplain is
calling all students and communi-
ty members to join him and other
musicians in celebration of the
Lenten season. Rev. William
Friederich and the Wilson Center
are holding the "Fat Tuesday"
Concert on Feb. 27, as a way to
kick off the forty days of Lent.
Lent is a Christian holiday
lasting from Ash Wednesday until
Easter Sunday, and is a period of
sacrifice, worship and reflection.
Fat Tuesday, or Mardi Gras, is tra-
ditionally the day to let loose
before entering into this period of
reverence and prayer.
As Rev. Friederich begins to
talk about the upcoming concert
and Lenten season, his passion for
both spirituality and music is evi-
dent. Friederich was hired to the
Protestant Wilson Center in
October from The Bangor
Theological Seminary where he
was the director of admissions.
He also moonlights as a Jazz
musician, as he has been known
to "gig" with his friend and
accomplished musician Paul
Sullivan who will also be per-
forming at the concert.
The Fat Tuesday Celebration
Band will consist of Bill
Friederich on drums, Paul Sullivan
on piano — he is also a composer
of music, John Wiebe on trumpet,
Cliff Guthrie on clarinet, Steve
Rappaport on the upright base and
Sara Stevens on vocals. These
people are all friends of Friederich
who have a history of playing
music together in the Paul Sullivan
jazz group. Most are from the Blue
Hill region.
The band has also invited a
special guest to play in the con-
cert. Kelsey Hudson is a 13-year-
old violinist who has played with
the Paul Sullivan group.
Friederich describes Hudson as a
"star" who "has a grasp of the
violin that a musician of 20 or 30
years has. Her maturity with the
instrument is astounding."
Friedrich admits jokingly to
being a little jealous of the
teenage wonder. "Every time
she's featured she gets the biggest
ovation. She's just so terrific, and
everyone loves her. She's going to
knock their socks off Tuesday."
The Fat Tuesday Celebration
Band will play a variety of
hymns, spirituals and improvisa-
tional jazz. Though it will not be a
liturgy — Rev. Friederich has
said that he will be drumming and
not preaching.
"The Lenten season is impor-
tant because it calls upon us ... to
look inward. I find during this
season that I am not only seeking
God, but that he is seeking me.
And that changes everything."
The concert will be held at the
Wilson Center, the A-frame
building at 67 College Avenue,
on at 7 p.m. For more informa-
tion, contact Rev. Bill Friederich
at 866-4227.
Free class teaches
relaxation to students
By Marshall Dury
For The Maine Campus
Take a deep breath and relax,
because life can get pretty stress-
ful from day to day. With the first
round of prelims coming up and
extracurricular activities bogging
down study time, it's no wonder
that going insane seems like a
viable option. There is hope
though, and it can be found in the
Drummond Chapel of the
Memorial Union every Tuesday.
The Counseling Center pro-
vides students the opportunity to
relax and put a perspective on a
stressful week with a weekly
Relaxation and Meditation Series.
These mediation services are
offered free of charge and
attempts to give students a hands-
on activity to reduce stress. Led
by Isabelle Bosclaire and occa-
sionally Jay Coughlin, each stu-
dent is greeted with an open mind.
"Mediation is a great skill to
have any time, even when your
stressed ... you can learn to con-
trol your body and simply with-
draw from your worries for a
short while to get a hold on
things," said Coughlin.
With a growing focus on
Eastern cultures and religions, it
is no wonder that UMaine is
beginning to offer their students a
way to learn and relax in a tran-
quil and safe environment.
This meditation series runs the
spectrum, offering each student
their own unique and personal
experience. Their diversity of
studied themes always brings stu-
dents back for more.
Interesting techniques are
explored every week. They have
included learning how to control
one's breathing, guided imagery,
self-hypnosis and progressive
muscle tension and relaxation.
"I think I can really use it ...
it's something that could be real-
ly useful in any situation, let
alone college," said electrical
engineering major Nick Pike.
See RELAXATION on page 12
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Theater students gain pride through national competition
By Nathan Dore
For The Maine Campus
Six students were chosen to represent
the University of Maine at the American
College Theatre Festival last month at the
University of New Hampshire. The
Festival, a development arm of the
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts
in Washington, D.C., is a program
designed to improve the quality of college
theatre throughout the United States by
immersing college theatre students in an
exposition of the finest, most diverse
works of their peers.
The festival, much like the American
College Dance Festival to be held at
UMaine this spring, lasts several days and
Tim Simmons (back) and Paul Bishop Brown finished in the top 12 at The American Theatre Arts festival last month at UNH.
They competed in a group of 160. CAMPUS PHOTO BY MATT STEPP.
affords participants the opportunity to
enjoy workshops, auditions, performances
and exhibitions of technical and perform-
ance-based theatre. One of the most
prominent aspects of the festival is a com-
petition which offers scholarships and
awards to students demonstrating excel-
lence in their area of expertise.
The School of Performing Arts and
Maine Masque pay the regional ACM'
organization to have its shows adjudicat-
ed. After viewing the show, a the regional
representative chooses two students from
each performance to represent the
University at the festival. Tim Simons,
Paul Bishop Brown, Irene Dennis and
Rick Solomon represented UMaine in act-
ing. Melanie McGlinchey was chosen in
makeup design, and Laura Fer was nomi-
nated for lighting design.
In the acting competition, students
were asked to prepare a short scene with a
partner and a monologue for presentation.
Dennis and partner Alan Gallant made it to
the semi-final round of the competition.
Brown, with partner Amy Colleen
Hummler, and Simons, along with partner
Jeremy Towle, made it to the final round
of twelve out of 160 regional competitors.
The competition winner goes on to com-
Soo 111EATRE on page 12
Ballet to
freeze MCA
By Jessica Bishop
For The Maine Campus
Coming this weekend to the
Maine Center for the Arts is the
St. Petersburg Ice Ballet. Artistic
director Konstantin Rassadin
heads up 35 champion skaters in
the popular fairy tale, Cinderella.
The spectacle will entertain peo-
ple of all ages, especially with the
dancers' use of over 100 elabo-
rately decorated costumes.
See BALLET on page 12
'Saving Silverman' not saved by raucous comedy
By Hannah Jackson and
David B. Hall
For The Maine Campus
She: Amanda Peet proves
once again her preference for
comedy in "Saving Silverman,"
directed by Dennis Dugan. This
quirky tale of friendship and love
drags at times, but overall it's a
funny movie with some gut-bust-
ing jokes. "American Pie's"
Jason Biggs and the always-hilar-
ious Jack Black round out the
cast, along with Steve Zahn.
The story is somewhat far-
fetched and contrived, unfortu-
nately. Darren Silverman
(Biggs), Wayne Le Fressier
MAINE CENT!R FOR '1THE ARTS
St. Petersburg Ice Ballet
Cinderella
Saturday, February 24 at 3 PM and 8 PM
The MCA stage is transformed into an ice rink and the
company will perform a fully staged production of the
ballet Cinderella,. Whether you are a fan of figure
skating or ballet, this production is. sure to fascinate you!
4.tring your $tud-erit ID and get your tiekels. at the RON: Office
todokyt Box office hours ate Monday throogki Friday 9 a.m. to 4
Kos.ti tickets can also be purchased 90 retitilitt5 before the
ptiforritikoce.
(Zahn) and J.D. McNuget (Black)
have been best friends since mid-
dle school. Peet plays Judith, a
Wayne, J.D. and Silverman's days
of doing fun guy stuff is over.
He: Now, instead of Darren
"There are some great moments ... For
some reason I felt that they were being
held back a little."
bitchy psychiatrist who has
conned Silverman into believing
that they are in love. Suddenly,
funneling beers and eating
nachos, he is waxing Judith's legs
and hanging out with friends that
she picks out. This enrages Wayne
and J.D. who plot to kidnap Judith
and hook him back up with his
high school crush, Sandy. But
being the pea-brain duo, they
stumble, trip and gag their way
through the abduction.
Some of the funniest parts of
this movie involve Wayne and
J.D.'s old football coach, who is
short on patience and long on
See HE SAID on page 12
Feb. 13-14 & Mar. 1-3 at 1:30 PM
ith 25 I Mar. 4 at 100 PM
Hauck Auditorium
Presented by the ilinvenity of Maine
School ol Performing Arts & Maine Masque
Sonsored in put hY
the (Moroi Allotrs (mow & Wins of the Arts
A nitmal by
John Hander and 'red ibb
Directed by Dr. Sandra Hardy
Admission S8
(all S8I-11SS for tickets
and discount information.
UMaine Students iree
Intended for EON audiences
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Crook from page 10 Ballet from page 11
resides in the Portland area and
teaches at USM Monday through
Wednesday.
He composes his own pieces
through a process of improvising
and refinement.
"A lot of my pieces are a mix-
ture of different styles that are
cut up in funny ways and reat-
tached," he said. "First I record
an improvising and listen to it.
Then I pick out what I like,
repeat it, and add other stuff to it.
In the course of a couple of
weeks it has it's own form and
sense, it is kind of quirky with a
spontaneous element."
After the piece is composed
Crook also comes up with a title
that is as unique as the composi-
tion. Crook contemplates the ele-
ments of his composition and
then attaches an emotional tag.
For example he felt that
"Dyslexic Visigoth" would be an
appropriate name for one of his
pieces. A visigoth is a hairy-
chested, horned barbarian respon-
sible for ransacking Rome.
However we cannot be too hard
on the brutal visigoth because he
also has dyslexia. In this particu-
lar piece Crook combines ele-
ments of humor in conflicting
styles.
Another particularly funny yet
disturbing piece is known as
"Retroactive Felicity" which
translates for Crook into "back-
ward happiness."
Crook generally performs
about five formal performances a
year as well as one annually at the
University of Maine. This year's
performance will be Saturday,
Feb. 24, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Minsky Recital Hall in the Class
of 1944 building. It will feature
his classical guitar playing and
compositions such as "Dyslexic
Visigoth" and "Retroactive
Felicity," as well as flute played
by Liz Downing, who is also an
instructor.
Theatre from page 11
pete at the national level in
Washington, D.C.
In the technical areas,
McGlinchey receieved honorable
mention for her makeup design for
"The Marriage of Bette and Boo."
Simons said that experience
auditioning in front of an experi-
enced audience builds confidence
for future theatrical endeavors.
"It was especially helpful for
me, because I was planning on
auditioning for the UPTAs (United
Professional Theatre Auditions) in
Memphis the next week," he said.
"The ACTFs are a great place for
actors to be immersed in theatre
and get feedback from some very
knowledgable sources."
Brown said he felt that inter-
acting with participants from the
other schools gave him a sense of
how serious the University of
Maine's theatre program is, espe-
cially when viewing the full pro-
ductions some colleges staged.
One of the mission statements
of the ACTF program is that it
improve the overall quality of
collegiate theatre through the
immersion of students in the fes-
tival. Asked what he brought
back to UMaine from the festival,
Brown replied, "Pride. We got a
sense that we have some really
good stuff here."
Relaxation from page 10
"Really anyone can do this ...
It's amazing to see such extreme
cases such as Tibetan monks that
can control their heart rate to the
point that it beats four times per
second," said Coughlin.
People can go as often or as
little as they like—it can be a treat
during the week or something
that is done religiously. How else
could a student be offered gentle
exercises through imagination,
breathing and relaxation?
The services are offered every
Tuesday from 4 to 5 p.m. in
Drummond Chapel located on the
third floor of the Memorial
Union.
Rassadin is a much-celebrat-
ed ex-artistic director for the
famous Kirov Ballet Company in
Russia. St. Petersburg Ice Ballet
is famous for their repertoire of
Sleeping Beauty, the Nutcracker
and Cinderella. The company's
venue has included much of
Europe, the United Kingdom,
and in the past few years, the
United States.
The story of Cinderella tells of
a young girl who is forced to live
with her "wicked" stepmother
and two stepsisters after her
father has died. She was named
Cinderella by her stepfamily
because of the fact that she sleeps
by the cinders of the fireplace
every night.
Not only does she not sleep in
a bed like the others, but also she
is forced to be their servant.
Nevertheless, Cinderella's out-
look on life is positive and she
constantly dreams of a better life
for her in the future. The plot
thickens when the prince of the
kingdom throws a ball. All the
"fair young maidens" are invited
to the night of festivity.
Cinderella works as hard as
she can to finish all her chores,
but in the end, she is not allowed
to go. While crying to herself,
Cinderella's fairy godmother
appears, and then magically
transforms Cinderella's rags into
a beautiful gown, along with
some barnyard fixtures into a
great carriage complete with
footmen and a chauffeur.
The ball goes better than
expected when Cinderella finds
herself dancing with the prince.
The two fall in love at first sight,
but the evening is cut short when
the clock strikes midnight, the
time that the magic that the fairy
godmother has set in place is to
disappear.
Cinderella rushes from the
ballroom, and sadly makes her
way home. The prince is devas-
tated and immediately sets out to
find his love. With a glass slipper
in hand, the only remainder of
Cinderella that the prince pos-
sesses, he goes out into the king-
dom, determined to try the dainty
shoe on every maiden until he has
found Cinderella. The story
ends, as do all, happily ever after,
and the prince and Cinderella
wed.
The tech crew at the MCA has
been working diligently since
Thursday night in preparation for
the show. Initial procedures were
carried out Thursday, and the
icing of the stage began early
Friday morning.
This is one of the more chal-
lenging shows for the crew at the
MCA, because of the extra work
that it takes to ice the stage, keep
it frozen, and then the "ice out"
will take long hours after
Saturday night's show.
Sure to be delightful for all
who attend, the company will
have two shows: a Saturday
matinee at 3 p.m., and then again
at 8 p.m. If interested in getting
tickets for either of the shows,
contact the MCA box office at
581-1755.
He said from page 11
physical pain.
She: I am not sure why the
movie didn't work as well as it
could have. I think that casting
Jack Black as the dumb friend
was the wrong decision. He
plays a much better passive-
aggressive kind of guy and would
have been great as the ringleader.
But the comic duo still produced
laughs. I wanted Amanda Peet to
be funnier, as in "The Whole
Nine Yards," but she was still a
good choice for the part of Judith.
The character was a true bitch,
and she really executed that well.
I would like to see her in a really
funny starring role some day.
He: As for me, I would just
like to see Amanda Peet.
Anyway, "Saving Silverman" is a
funny but reserved comedy.
There are some great moments
but there are also times when you
know Black and Zahn can go cra-
zier. For some reason I felt that
they were being held back a little.
What is great about this movie
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is that it seems to get funnier.
Sure, some movies start out with
the big gags, but "Saving
Silverman" spaces them out bet-
ter than most. And who wouldn't
like a happy ending with Neil
Diamond saving the day?
She: I enjoyed the Neil
Diamond references in the movie
and especially his cameo appear-
ance in the end. It's like Burt
Bacharach in "Austin Powers 2;"
you have to love it. Although by
the end, I was growing tired of
the storyline, the ending does
make up for it, if being a little
over-the-top. I say give Jack
Black and Amanda Peet their
own movies, it was like they
needed to bust out in this movie
and it never happened. If you're
going to make a stupidly-funny
movie, do everything over the
top. Dugan should have done this
in "Saving Silverman."
He: To recap, "Silverman"
is funny, but not American Pie-
oh-my-God-did-you-see-what-
he-did-to-that-dessert funny. It
is only rated P0-13 and I feel
that takes away from some of
the over-the-top humor that it
could have had. Both Black
and Peet are great but I feel
Zahn was the wasted one in this
movie. As for Jason Biggs,
feel he is about to be typecast
as the loveable mama's boy,
who all the girls think is cute
— just not cute enough to date,
though.
"Saving Silverman" does have
its moments and they are someof
the funniest scenes that have hap-
pened this year, but, I will say, the
year is still young.
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Sports column from page 16 Men's hockey from page 16
popular stars.
Earnhardt opened up for
Waltrip in the interview and
expressed how lucky he felt he
was.
"Darrell, I have it all," he said.
"My wife, my family, my kids. I
really do."
Earnhardt's stats since he com-
peted in his first Winston Cup
race in 1975 are second to only
Richard Petty. His seven champi-
onships and 76 career wins rank
him first and second all-time.
You will be hard pressed to find
racing fan that does not remem-
ber his monumental win in the
1998 Daytona 500. He had won
more races at Daytona
International Speedway than any-
one else, but he had never won
the big one. The day he did was
one of those special days people
remember for the rest of their
lives.
Darrell Waltrip climbed out
of his car at the end of last sea-
son for the last time at age 53.
Earnhardt left the sport two
months shy of his 50th birthday.
He leaves behind a wife and
four children. He leaves behind
Dale Earnhardt Inc., which
owns and operates three full-
time Winston Cup cars and
employs over 200 people. And
he leaves behind legions of
fans, who will never forget him.
Dale Earnhardt was a hero to
some, respected by all, and
made NASCAR what it is
today.
Book from page 14
best [uses] of what is really the
scarcest resource an Ivy League
school has — spots in its class?"
he added.
Shulman took pains, however,
to point out that the book's find-
ings don't mean athletes are
somehow "bad" human beings.
"People can get into a huge
anti-athlete fervor," he said, not-
ing that his data indicate student-
athletes graduate at very high
rates.
Even so, Shulman and Bowen
feel it should be difficult for
selective schools to reconcile
their academic missions with the
perceived recruitment of students
simply because they are skilled
athletes.
While "The Game of Life"
addresses issues other than admis-
sions — such as the examination
of long-held "myths" in college
sports — it seems to be the admis-
sions issue that has caught the
eyes of college administrators and
college and national media.
And despite Shulman's wish
that people not whip themselves
up into an anti-athletics frenzy
because of the book, there have
been incidents of just that in some
portions of the national media.
For instance, the title of one edi-
torial about "The Game of Life"
in the Houston Chronicle includ-
ed the phrase "dumb jocks."
Reactions to the book in the
world of college sports have been
mixed.
Penn Athletic Director Steve
Bilsky, for one, disagrees with
portions of the book's findings
and methodology, but welcomes
their potential for catalyzing dis-
cussion about college athletics.
He also said he feels the book's
findings may not apply to the Ivy
League as much as other schools.
"One of the things I think that
separates the Ivies [from] every-
body else is that I think the Ivies
take the cellist and the artist and the
singer and the athlete," Bilsky said.
"My perspective would be that
having athletic programs is an
opportunity to gain rather than an
opportunity to lose," he added.
Bilsky also questioned
whether the authors' use of the
GPA is the best way to gauge aca-
demic success. He wondered
whether or not they took into con-
sideration the detrimental effect
of a student-athlete's time com-
mitment on his or her GPA.
"There are a variety of ques-
tions about how the data are pre-
sented that I think are very impor-
tant," said Jeffrey Orleans, execu-
tive director of the Ivy League.
He added that it is "very hard"
to figure out what a chosen cate-
gory of data — such as GPA —
should be telling the reader. "I
think [the book] omits a good
deal of discussion about just what
should be measured in trying to
assess how athletics fits into an
educational program.
"And I don't think there is any
serious discussion about the value
of athletics as an educational
activity... The whole thing the
book doesn't deal with, that's not
as easily measurable, is what kind
of people are they because
they've been athletes?" he said.
Bilsky and Orleans both feel
that the book isn't successful in
separating the Ivy League and its
athletics philosophy from other
types of schools. Indeed, Bilsky
called this "the failing of the book
throughout."
Bilsky's main gripe with
Shulman and Bowen, however,
was that he felt they didn't do
what they claimed they would.
"I was disappointed, as much
as they said earlier in the book
that they were not going to fall
back and rely on anecdotes and
subjective comments and stereo-
types, that they did," he said.
"They perpetuated some of the
stereotypes that exist that athletes
must be dumb jocks. They came
across as condescending."
Orleans agreed and took this
criticism of the authors one step
further.
"They really should've been
more humble in acknowledging
the limits of what the book can
do, what it does do, and the limits
of the answers," he said, adding
that he thought if The Game of
Life were a manuscript submitted
to an academic journal, it would-
n't pass the refereeing process.
College presidents and
trustees, athletic directors, admis-
sions officials, coaches, athletes
and students across the nation
will soon face off in what is sure
to be a heated discussion of the
book. Orleans and Bilsky look
forward to it.
"[This is] a book that really
presents a lot of factual issues that
should be looked at," said Bilsky,
who said that a "dream outcome"
of the book would be for univer-
sities across the nation to gravi-
tate toward the "Ivy ideal."
"They're serious issues. I'm
not saying the Ivies shouldn't
look at it. We should look at it,
too, because it's always good to
self-examine," Bilsky said.
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must first travel to Merrimack
College for a pair this weekend.
Though the Warriors are currently
one point away from the Hockey
East cellar, they aren't a team to
take lightly, especially at home.
Merrimack (13-17-3 overall,
6-13-2 in HE) is 10-6-1 at the
Volpe Center this season. With
just a point separating them from
Amherst for the final Hockey
East playoff spot, they won't be
playing out the string when the
Black Bears come to town.
Merrimack is led by a trio of
talented forwards in Anthony
Aquino, Nick Parillo and Ryan
Kiley. Aquino, a sophomore, is
one of the fastest skaters in the
conference. He leads the
Warriors in goals (16), assists
(24) and points (40). Parillo adds
to the speed element and has
chipped in with 14 goals. Kiley is
more of a banger and has 11 goals
coming into the weekend.
Despite their record,
Merrimack boasts one of the
leagues best young goaltenders in
Joe Exter. The sophomore has a
2.95 goals against average and a
rock solid .910 save percentage.
The Warriors are most vulnera-
ble during special teams situations.
To date, Merrimack has con-
verted only 11 percent of the time
on the power play and allowed
their opposition a 20 percent suc-
cess rate. This is good news for a
Black Bear club looking to kick
start their power play.
If Maine can emerge from this
weekend with four points by win-
ning both games, the result will
be a season-ending series against
Providence with incredible sig-
nificance. Besides that, a sweep
of the Warriors will nearly guar-
antee Maine home ice during the
Hockey East quarterfinals.
Classifieds
Miscellaneous
Gay/Les/Bi/Trans/Questio
fling: Coffee Talk *207
Little Hall* Every Tuesday
7:00-8:30pm.
LEGAL SERVICES FOR
UNDERGRADUATES-Free
consultation. Service of
Student Government. M-
W-TH; 3rd floor Memorial
Union. 581-1789
Wanted: Cheap/Free bicy-
cles for university com-
munity Bike Program.
Contact Matt Young @
581-8782.
Trave
#1 Spring Break
Vacations! Best Prices
Guaranteed! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida. Sell Trips. Earn
cash & Go Free! Now hir-
ing Campus Reps. 1-800-
234-7007. endlesssum-
mertours.com
For Rent
Now leasing 12345Bedroom
Apts for Fall Semester 2001.
Call IM&M #866-5690.
5B8+2Full bath townhouse
close to UM. Evervthing
included. Heat/HW/ALL
elect. cable+HBO/High
soeed como #827-6212. 
5 Bedroom+2full bath.
Townhouse close to UM,
Modern. Clean. newly ren-
ovated. Avail, June 1
#827-6212.
5 Bedroom+2lull baths
townhouse tri-level all
newly remodeled 
lieat/HW/all elect/cable-
HBO close #827-6212,
Live independent & save
thousands over high UM
dorm costs. 5 Bedroom+2
lull bath townhousehmi
#827-6212 
5 Bedroom House May-May
all utilities paid washer
dryer dishwasher. Call 989-
3452 David.
3 Bedroom Apt. Close to
UMO. Available now 866-
5690.
Help Wanted
Positions avail for persons
interested in working
w/kids w/special needs.
Flexible hours & complete
training provided. Please
send resume to PROTEA
Behavioral Health Services
Box399 Stillwater, ME 04489
Call 992-7010 fax 992-7011.
500 Summer Camp
Positions- Northeast 1-800-
443-6428 or www.summer-
campemployment.com
Met Paid For Your
OpinionsISS Earn $15-
$125 and more per survey!
www.money4opinions.co
Advertise in
the classifieds
Call
581-1273
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Softball team opens up against national powers
By John Contreraz
Sports Editor
The high temperature for
Thursday was a chilly 16 degrees
in Orono, but it's time to play ball.
The Maine softball team opens
the season at Arkansas to play the
host Razorbacks, Notre Dame and
Texas Tech in the Morning News
Invitational this weekend.
"If we can control batters, I
think we give ourselves a good
shot to come out with at least a
couple wins down there," head
coach Deb Smith said. "We trial
by fire."
Maine jumps into the season
against the best competition on
the schedule for six games, two
against each team.
"Notre Dame is going to be a
huge huge test for us," Smith
said. "I think if we can be com-
petitive with them and keep it to
a one to two run ball game, I
think we give ourselves an
opportunity. Obviously we're
going to be a big underdog in that
game realistically."
Notre Dame started the season
ranked 19th in the country and has
since moved to 14th. The
Fighting Irish beat No. 4
Washington, No. 18 South
Carolina and defeated perennial
America East power Hofstra 8-1.
Notre Dame's 5-0 start is its best
in school history, to go along with
its highest ranking ever in the
USA Today poll at No. 14. The
Fighting Irish aren't the only team
to worry about.
"Arkansas has been solid,"
Smith said. Texas Tech is 5-4 on
the season, coming into the tour-
nament with its biggest win over
25th-ranked Utah.
In the past two seasons, Maine
has missed the America East con-
ference tournament. Only the top
Maine's Ashley Yuhas pitches and first baseman Katie Churchill gets ready at first base. FILE PHOTO.
College officials debate sports book
By Ryan Kelly
Daily Pennsylvanian
(U-WIRE) PHILADELPHIA -
James Shulman doesn't hate
sports. In fact, he and William
Bowen, the former president of
Princeton University, rather enjoy
athletics.
But the two authors of the
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newly-released "The Game of
Life: College Sports and
Educational Values," have pre-
sented some ideas that are shak-
ing up the college athletics com-
munity and attracting national
media attention.
"The Game of Life," accord-
ing to Shulman, uses hard data —
rather than anecdotal evidence —
to examine the roles that athletics
play in schools.
"What we wanted to do was to
gather some real data so we could
see the larger trends rather than
just the anecdotes," Shulman
said.
Shulman and Bowen exam-
ined the admissions, academic
performances and "life out-
comes" of tens of thousands of
athletes and non-athletes from 30
different schools — ranging from
NCAA Division I-A to Division
III colleges and universities —
from the 1950s, '70s and '90s.
The results, to say the least,
are controversial.
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Shulman feels the major issues
that the book raises — especially
considering Ivy League schools
— concern admissions.
In the book, Shulman and
Bowen use the hypothetical
example of a school recruiting an
outside linebacker who can blitz
and rejecting a student who has
made a documentary film.
"If you give a kid a chance to
get into one of these places, then
somebody else isn't getting in,"
Shulman said.
Based on their data, the
authors conclude that this hypo-
thetical situation often reflects
reality at highly selective schools.
Shulman added that the trend
among athletes is that they don't
do as well in school as their non-
athlete classmates, and that they
underperform compared to what
their standardized test scores pre-
dict for them.
"The question is, are those the
See BOOK on page 13
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four teams make the tourney, and
Maine finished fifth with a 12-16
record within the conference.
Smith thinks her team needs to
start off with stiffer competition
this year and hopes it will
improve her team's performance
in conference play.
"We need it to increase our
competitiveness in our confer-
ence," Smith said. "We've fin-
ished the last couple years one
game out of the conference tour-
nament. I think by facing teams
like this the first weekend, it may
be a little overwhelming at first—
it makes it look that much easier
for the rest of the season."
The opening day lineup will be
full of juniors. Leigh Ann
Hlywak will play third, Erica
Sobel trades in her basketball jer-
sey for the shortstop position and
Katie Churchill will start at first.
Aliesha Rautenberg, Amanda
Stevens and Melissa Mather will
round out the outfield. Catchers
Rachel Bain and Stevens will
share time. Freshman Sara
Asadoorian and Lauren Dulkis are
also expected to see a consider-
able amount of playing time.
Asadoorian will start at second
and Dulkis will play outfield.
Senior Carrie Green leads the
pitching staff. Sophomore Ashley
Yuhas and Freshman Candice
Jaegge will also take the mound.
Coach Smith hopes to start the
weekend with a regular rotation
and then work in some relief roles
as the weekend moves on.
"Right now we just need to
establish where the pitchers are
at," Smith said. "Who's throwing
well, who's not throwing well."
The softball team has been
practicing in the fieldhouse since
school started after winter break.
The team will see its first action
on the dirt, but Smith doesn't see
it as being a difficult adjustment
for her experienced infield.
"It'll take maybe a game,"
Smith said. "It won't take long."
While Black Bears have the dis-
advantage of not playing yet this
season, their fieldhouse days may
provide them with an advantage.
"The speed of the game will be
a little bit different than what we
see in the field house, which will
actually be to our benefit," Smith
said. "In the fieldhouse, it's a
much quicker game."
The team spent four and a half
weeks inside this year, which is
much less than the seven weeks it
spent in the fieldhouse last year.
Smith is ready to play outside of
the field house.
"I do hear the temperature is
going to be a little chilly down
there this weekend," she said.
"But even just to be out there
playing in the dirt and against
some teams other than our-
selves—it'll be huge for us."
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Women's hockey takes playoff hopes on the road
By Jeff Mannix
Women's Hockey Reporter
The Maine Black Bears
improved their playoff chances in
a big way last weekend with road
wins over St. Lawrence and
Cornell. With only four games
remaining in the regular season,
this weekend will be just as cru-
cial as the women's hockey team
tries to catch and pass Niagara in
the ECAC standings to get the
last conference playoff spot.
In order for Maine to clinch
that final birth to the playoffs the
Black Bears must win twice this
weekend and get some help from
their conference foes. A
Princeton loss to New Hampshire
and two Niagara losses this
8(fl
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The new snow totals are from the last 24-48 hours. (Not including the snowstorm earlier this week.)
The first surface condition is the primary condition and the second one is usually the conditions on 20-
30 percent of the trails, according to the ski area reports
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weekend will pave Maine's way
to the post season.
But Coach Rick Filighera
knows that it isn't going to be an
easy task. "We've got to take
care of our business first," he
said. "This Princeton game
upcoming is huge."
If Maine wins that game,
Princeton will not have a great
chance making the playoffs. The
Tigers are currently two points
behind the Black Bears and five
points behind Niagara for the
final playoff spot. If Princeton
wins or ties the game with Maine,
they will hold the standings
tiebreaker over Maine should the
two end up tied.
The two teams battled in a
nip-and-tuck, game at Alfond
Arena on Jan. 7. Maine played
well that day, but two Gretchen
Anderson goals within a 1:22
span late in the third period gave
Princeton the victory.
Princeton will come into the
game with a record of 11-11-3
overall and 6-11-3 in ECAC.
Anderson is Princeton's third
leading scorer with 11 goals and
eight assists for 19 points.
Princeton's leading scorer is jun-
ior Andrea Kilbourne (19-20-
39). She is a finalist for the Patty
Kazmaier Award, given to the
best women's college hockey
player in the country.
Princeton's defense is
anchored by Aviva Grumet-
Morris (4-12-16) and Angela
Goodly (3-3-6). Both of
Princeton's goaltenders are
young. Freshman Megan Van
Beusekom has played in 17
games, with a record of 4-8-3
with a 2.60 goals against average
and a .904 save percentage.
Sophomore Sarah Ahlquist has a
record of 7-3-0, with a 2.0 goals
against average and a .901 save
percentage.
The Yale Bulldogs will enter
this weekend with an overall
record of 3-19-2, 2-17-1 in
ECAC. Maine beat Yale on Jan.
6 at the Alfond by a score of 4-2.
Megan Aarts, Emily Stevens,
Kelly Nelson and Karen Droog
scored that day for the Black
Bears.
The Bulldogs have one line
that is key to the scoring. It con-
sists of senior Lisa Meyers (12
goals, 11 assists, 23 points),
sophomore Deanna McDevitt (6
goals, 11 assists, 17 points), and
junior Sara Wood (5 goals, 10
assists, 15 points). The defense is
led by senior Lauren Gulka (3
assists, 3 points) and freshman
Ericka Hockinson (1 goal, 1
assist, 2 points). Yale's starting
goaltender is also a freshman.
Nicholette Franck has a 2-11-1
record, a 4.23 goals against aver-
age, and an .886 save percentage.
Junior Katie Hirte also sees time
between the pipes for the
Bulldogs.
Maine will be without Raffi
Wolf again this weekend. Her
ankle is still bothering her and
her status for after this weekend
is still unclear.
Coach Filighera says that he
expects to keep all of the line
combinations the same as they
were last weekend. "All four
lines did their jobs," he said. "I
was very impressed with Kate
Robson, a rookie on this team,
was able to step up and play well.
I thought our penalty killing units
worked well, and our defense
was good."
Over the past few weeks,
Maine has been platooning its
goalies, with Amanda Cronin
playing one game and Dawn
Froats playing the other.
Filighera says that he expects to
keep that the same until the
playoffs. "I've got two goal-
tenders that are battling," he
said. "They are both playing
very well. Amanda played spec-
tacular on Saturday, and Dawn
got us our big win over Niagara.
So I'll probably keep playing
them both."
Maine will be at Hobey
Baker Rink to play Princeton
on Saturday at 2 p.m. and at
Ingalls Arena at Yale on Sunday
at 2 p.m.
Men's basketball from page 16
would knock down open threes, I
would have expected it. If some-
one would have told me that he
would come in and guard the
leading scorer in the league
(Starks) and shut him down at
crunch time, I would have been
very pleasantly surprised."
Cavalieri's play has helped
the Black Bears secure fourth
place in America East. Maine
will not enter the tournament
any lower than fourth. With a
pair of wins this weekend and a
Drexel loss to Hofstra, Maine
will finish third. Delaware has
as it wins both games
Delaware looses twice
weekend.
Delaware has home games
against cellar-dwellers Vermont
and Hartford this weekend. The
Blue Hens have only two loses
at home this season, so the
Black Bears will likely finish
third or fourth. The America
East men's basketball champi-
onship kicks off Friday, March
2 at the Bob Carpenter Center in
Delaware.
two games left on the schedule.
Maine can finish second as long
and
this
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Black Bears take on Merrimack
Maine's Robert Liscak looks to poke the puck away from the River Hawks Fontas in
last weekend's game. CAMPUS PHOTO BY JASON CANNIFF.
Men's hoops ends regular
season at BU, Northeastern
By Lucas Peterson
Men's Basketball Reporter
The University of Maine men's
basketball team embarks on a season-
ending road trip to Boston today. The
team is preparing for a trip to the
America East Championships March
2-4 in Delaware, but first must con-
tend with the final two games of the
regular season.
The Black Bears will finish the
regular season Sunday afternoon
against Boston University.
Northeastern hosts Maine tonight in a
battle of conference rivals.
Maine enters play tonight with a
record of 17-8, 10-6 in America East,
which puts them fourth in the confer-
ence. Hofstra, Delaware and Drexel
are currently the top three teams in the
conference, but the games this week-
end will play a role in how the teams
finish the regular season.
Maine will tip off with the Huskies
(7-18, 6-10) riding a five-game win
streak against Rudy Keeling's club.
Keeling was the head coach of the
Black Bears from 1988-96 before tak-
ing over in Boston. Maine won the
first meeting of the year between the
two 74-68 on Jan. 2. Forward Carvell
Ammons had a big game, connecting
for 24 points, to lead the team.
Northeastern guard Marcus Blossom
matched Ammons in that game with
24 points. Blossom, a 6-foot-2 senior,
is second on the team in scoring, aver-
aging 15.4 points per game.
Sunday afternoon at 1 p.m., Boston
University will host the Black Bears.
Boston University came away with a
big win on Dec. 12 in Orono, 73-65. It
was a disappointing loss for the Black
Bears, as Ryan Butt sparked the
Terriers with 18 points and eight
rebounds, while Ammons led Maine
with 25 points. Despite that loss,
Maine has still won four of the last
five meetings.
The Black Bears hope Tory
Cavalieri can continue his hot play.
The freshman point guard had a
great game Saturday in a win over
Drexel with 21 points and seven
rebounds. Cavalieri also provided
clutch defense on Drexel guard
Stephen Starks. Coach Giannini was
pleased with the play of his point
guard after Saturday's big win on
Senior Day.
"If someone would have told me
early in the year that Tory would be
our leader and floor general, I would
have expected it," Giannini said. "If
someone would have told me that he
See MEN'S BASKETBALL on page 15
By Jim Leonard
Men's Hockey Reporter
Two weeks remain in the Hockey East reg-
ular season and still, little is resolved. With
the top four clubs securing home-ice advan-
tage in the conference quarterfinals, the
jostling for position continues. Four teams are
separated by four points below conference
leader Boston College.
The University of Maine is one of those
teams. Currently, the Black Bears are in fourth
place with 22 points. They trail Providence
and New Hampshire by three points and
Boston College by seven. Though a first place
finish has longer odds than N'SYNC headlin-
ing Bumstock, securing second place is a very
real possibility.
Consider...
New Hampshire has only two games
remaining, however, both are against last place
UMass-Amherst. Still, the Black Bears have
two games in hand on the Wildcats. If Maine
wins all of their remaining games and UNH
takes both against the Minutemen, Maine
would beat them by a point.
Providence has four games remaining, but
their journey is a bit tougher. They play a
home and home series this weekend against
UMass-Lowell, the team trailing Maine by a
point for the fourth-place spot. The Friars will
finish the season in cloudy Orono, playing a
deuce with our own Black Bears. Best to hope
for a Friar split with the Riverhawks and a
Black Bear sweep of Providence to close out
the season.
But let's not get ahead of ourselves. Maine
See MEN'S HOCKEY on page 13
Maine's Carvell Ammons goes for the board against
Drexel. FILE PHOTO.
Lucas Peterson
Once in a
lifetime
Call them what you want
Drivers. Entertainers. Athletes.
Crazy.
NASCAR Winston Cup driv
ers are the best at what they do.
They drive souped up cars at
insane rates of speed, for the rush
of adrenaline it provides. They
do it for the camaraderie and
friendship that go along with
spending nine months a year with
the same 43 drivers, their crews
and their families. They do it to
win races and to be crowned
champions. They do it knowing
that for all the pleasure it pro-
vides, racing can be dangerous
and sometimes fatal.
It is often said no one play
er transcends a sport or his
team. That the sport itself, is
always greater than any one
individual. A sport, minus its
star, will always survive. Take
the sport away from the ath-
lete, and survival becomes
much more difficult.
Once in a lifetime an athlete
arrives on the scene that is differ-
ent from everyone else. He is
special. Often, not looking to
make a splash, he jumps head
first into the sport and before
long, is elevated to a plateau few
people will ever reach. He is
always a part of his sport, but is
known and respected far beyond
the boundaries it confines him to.
Babe Ruth was this man to the
game of baseball. Michael
Jordan was this man to the game
of basketball. Wayne Gretkzy
was this man to the game of hock-
ey. Tiger Woods is quickly
becoming this man to the game of
golf.
Dale Earnhardt was indeed
this man to NASCAR. Earnhardt
died in a fatal crash on the final
lap, in the final turn, of his sport's
greatest event. He went out on
top. Holding off a pack of faster
cars, he successfully ensured his
driver, Michael Waltrip, and his
son, Dale Jr., would finish one
and two in the Daytona 500.
On Feb. 13, just four days
before his tragic death, Earnhardt
sat down for a candid interview
with longtime friend and rival
Darrell Waltrip. The two prolific
drivers raced against each other
for over 20 years, until Waltrip
traded his steering wheel for a
microphone to become an analyst
for Fox this season. The two
men traded paint with each other
many times over the years and
See SPORTS COLUMN on page 13
